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Research Question: How does secondbrand exchange alter perceptions of: a) new items 
being sold by the brand, b) used items being sold by the brand, and c) the brand itself?

What is ‘SecondBrand’ Exchange? A form of secondhand (or “used”) selling in which a traditional retailing brand intermediates the collection and 
sale of their own used products. This is a distinct category from other secondhand sale formats, like consumer-to-consumer (C2C) exchange, 

upcycling/repair firms who did not originally make their items, and traditional secondhand aggregators like Goodwill or ThredUp.

Examples of Transformation by Brand

Patagonia Worn Wear
Industry: Outdoors/Apparel
Transformation: Resale, Renew, Remake

Eileen Fisher Renew
Industry: Fashion/Apparel
Transformation: Resale, Remake

REI Good & Used
Industry: Outdoors/Apparel
Transformation : Resale

The North Face Renewed
Industry: Outdoors/Apparel
Transformation : Renew

A Typology: Levels of Item Transformation
Resale: Product is simply sold in its existing condition
Renew: Product is repaired to excellent condition (holes are 
patched, stitching redone, etc.)
Remake: Product has been altered, redyed, and/or 
combined with other items to create a different product. 

The source material must be brand-made items. Thus, 
products made by companies that simply use recycled 
source material are not considered ‘secondbrand’ activities

Abstract
As the secondhand market grows in scope and scale, some traditional retail brands have begun to mediate secondhand 
exchanges of their own products. These activities represent a novel format of secondhand exchange that bridges the gap 
between traditional firsthand retail and secondhand exchanges like C2C secondhand selling. The purpose of this research is 
to investigate and synthesize relevant existing research to connect this new phenomenon to existing conceptual 
frameworks, present a typology of secondhand branding activities, and suggest possible areas of future research. In 
particular, we investigate how perception of previous owners and contagion differs between SecondBrand selling and 
other, more traditional forms of secondhand selling, as well as investigating the differences between product 
transformation (reselling, renewing, or remaking) with respect to consumer perception. 

Conceptual Foundations 

Pictured above: A remade jacket from 
Patagonia’s ‘ReCrafted’ Collection
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Research Propositions
P1: As the level of transformation increases, the 
perceived distance between an item and its previous 
owner will increase and the perceived similarity 
between the item and new items will also increase, 
thus reducing the magnitude of the effects of 
contagion, both positive and negative, physical and 
magical.

P2: The degree to which narrative elements are 
perceived to: (a) relate to core brand values and (b) 
reflect an authentic past life of an item positively 
influence a consumer’s perception of positive, magical 
contagion associate with used products.

Brand Extension Contagion

In fully intermediated secondbrand exchange, the perception of contagion 
may be present even if the consumer does not know the identity of the 
previous owner. Contagion in a used context is often related to negative, 
physical contagion like germs or dirt. However, it also can view as magical 
wherein some intangible aspects of the previous owner are transferred to the 
item, which can be positive or negative. Secondbrand represents an 
opportunity for brands to mitigate negative contagion in ways unavailable to 
retailers that sell used clothing only. Higher levels of transformation and/or 
the similarity that the online shopping environment has to that of one when 
shopping for new items may be used. Secondbrand selling may allow for 
positive, magical contagion to be retained or imbued upon items sold in a 
fully mediated secondhand exchange. Through narrative elements and 
storytelling that present the item as having lived an authentic life that is in 
keeping with the brand’s values (such as a Patagonia coat having been on 
many adventures), items may be perceived to be truly authentic examples of a 
brand’s core values and thus be positively contaminated.

There are several 
empirically tested 
drivers of brand 
extension success. These 
include strength of 
parent brand, marketing 
support, parent-brand 
conviction, fit between 
parent brand and 
extension product 
(similarity, relevance, 
authenticity), and more. 
Secondbrand exchange 
efforts can be explored 
by applying brand 
extension theory.
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